Regattas

August 5-6  Lord Reading Yacht Club Annual Regatta  
            (Fleet Championship)
August 6-12  Lake of the Woods Regatta  
            Lake of the Woods, Minnesota
August 19  Baie d'Urfe – Beaupreppiere Annual Regatta  
            (Ishkoodah Cup)
August 21-25  North American Championship  
            LaPorte, Texas
August 26-27  Great South Bay Championship  
            Amityville L. I., New York

Sept. 2-3  Hudson Yacht Club Annual Regatta
Sept. 2-3  West River Regatta  
            Galesville, Maryland
Sept. 2-3  The Louisiana Flying Scots Championship  
            Lake Charles Country Club Regatta  
            Lake Charles Country Club
Sept. 9-10  Hoosier Hot Scot Regatta  
            Muncie, Indiana
Sept. 16-17  Flying Scot Sailing Association Canadian  
            Championship Regatta  
            Club Nautique Deux Montagnes
Sept. 16-17  President's Cup Regatta  
            Potomac River, Washington, D. C.
Sept. 23-24  Fleet 95 Invitational  
            Wayzata, Minnesota

Michigan-Ontario District, Midwest Regional  
Combination Regatta – Huge Success! Ehman Wins

By: Mary Doolittle

Trophy winners are, left to right: Tom Ehman, Bob Cowles,  
Joe Moore, Ted Glass, Hans Kuschmerus, Jim Smith and  
Duane Smith.

Kalamazoo, Michigan's Fleet 15 of Gull Lake met with  
tremendous success in this area's first attempt combining a  
District Regatta with a Regional. Thirty-eight boats registered with  
entries from Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and  
Minnesota. With 33 of these boats actually making the starting  
line, competition was tough!

A three race series was held with two races sailed on Sat- 
urday, July 8th and one on Sunday, July 9th. Defending Cham- 
pion, Bob Cowles of Detroit Yacht Club found it tough going as  
he was edged into 2nd place by eighteen year old Tom Ehman  
of fleet 20 Pinckney, Michigan. The winners circle is not new to  
Tom as he has captured many previous titles including the  
Michigan-Ontario District's in 1970; the Hoosier Hot Scot

(continued on page 3)
Schedule Of Events

FLYING SCOT NORTH AMERICAN CHAMPIONSHIP
HOUSTON YACHT CLUB LaPORTE, TEXAS

Saturday, August 12, 1972
0800 — 1700 Measurement of Local Boats

Saturday, August 19, 1972
0900 — 1700 Registration and Measurement

Sunday, August 20, 1972
0900 — 1700 Registration and Measurement

Monday, August 21, 1972
0800 — 1700 Registration and Measurement
1700 Registration Closed
1330 Skippers Meeting (Tune-Up Race)
1430 Tune-Up Race
1700 Governors' Meeting Regatta Inn

Tuesday, August 22, 1972
0800 — 1200 Re-Measurement (as required)
1300 Skippers Meeting
1430 First Race Division I
1445 First Race Division II
2000 Annual Meeting

Wednesday, August 23, 1972
1030 Second Race Division I
1045 Second Race Division II
1430 Third Race Division I
1445 Third Race Division II
1930 Informal Shrimp Boil — HYC

Thursday, August 24, 1972
1430 Fourth Race Championship Division
1445 Fourth Race Challenger Division

Friday, August 25, 1972
1030 Fifth Race Championship Division
1045 Fifth Race Challenger Division
1900 Awards Banquet — HYC
Michigan-Ontario Districts . . . from page one

in 1971; the Port Clinton Regatta; the SUN FISH, Jr. North American Championships in 1968; and the M.I.Y.A. Jr. Championship five years running.

Boats maneuver before start at Gull Lake.

After many comments from the participating skippers praising the efficienty and well run and well organized regatta, the hard working crew of fleet 15, captained by Owen Middleton, Regatta Chairman and Max Doolittle, Race Chairman says — "We'll welcome the return of Scot Sailors anytime. Our warm hospitality is extended to Scot Sailors, always!" There was only one protest the entire week end and a fellow Gull Lake Yacht Club National Lightning skipper who was serving on the protest committee commented — "What a great group of clean sailors. Two races and no protests. Wow!" Several Country Club non-sailor observers, who witness regattas several weekends all summer commented, "what a wonderful orderly group these Scot Sailors are," Which all goes to verify what I've said before — Nobody tops the Scot Sailor.

Fleet 41 — Crystal Lake, Michigan

The Fleet and Yacht Club is in the middle of an extremely active summer. The Sailing School has been completed with graduation races held on July 15. A long range Planning Committee is making a study for expansion of the club.

Some of the leading Scot sailors are:

July 4 Informal Races:
1st — Vincent Wright
2nd — Elmer Mauson
3rd — Arthur Koch

Lions Club Regatta
1st — Duane Smith
2nd — Sam Telschow
3rd — Bob Sullivan

June Series
1st — Duane Smith
2nd — Robert Riedle
3rd — Gene Martineau

About This 'N That

By: The Editor

The revised specifications, published in the July issue of Scots n' Water, will be voted on at the Annual Meeting. Chief Measurer, Don Hott, says the purpose in revising the specifications was to make them "tighter and more definitive". Fred Tears and others have complained for several years about the looseness of the specifications, Buddy Pollak, member of fleet 87, and the measurement committee have spent much thoughtful effort in the preparation of the revision.

Don Hott reports that Fred Tears supplied copies of specs from other classes and made several suggestions. Tears was supplied an early draft of the revisions but made no comment.

Despite several adverse comments the Chief Measurer expects the new specifications to be approved. Some dissatisfaction has been expressed over the section dealing with the adjustment of the outboard. Sandy Douglass seems to feel that the new wording opens the way for gadgeeters to have a field day. Paul Schreck thinks that as long as some "purchase" is permitted we might as well go all the way in order to avoid measurement.
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problems. Schreck also points out new materials including permanent inks are available and perhaps the printing of numbers and insignia should be permitted on sails.

Sandy Douglass the current and seven times North American Championship will not defend his title. Sandy says "it's time to retire". He is going to crew for Don Hott. We're sure Don will appreciate the help.

Paul Schreck looks for strong competition to come from the Gulf and Texas Districts in the up coming North American Championship. Some names mentioned by Paul and Sandy are: John Laird, Robert Jeffries III and Dwight Le Blanc. Sandy also mentions Schreck.

Don Hott says the N.A.C. Committee are operating efficiently and are working closely with him on measurement problems and procedure.

Mary Doolittle reports the active membership in FSSA, as of July 18, was 1340 or an increase of 185 over a year ago. She also states that the membership has nearly doubled in the last three years. Ten new fleets have been added in the past year. All Fleet Secretaries are encouraged to send their Annual Meeting Proxies to Beans-Smith — promptly.

Next issue of Scots N' Water will carry the story and results of the NAC Championship. Bob Jeffries and Walter Jensen are arranging to give our readers a good report of championship. The issue will be delayed somewhat but should be in the mail by mid September.

All Regatta Chairman are encouraged to send us reports of their Regattas. We can only print the results we receive.

Fleet 95

Pam Foster has all the details of the Fleet 95 Invitational to be sailed on Lake Minnetonka, Minnesota. Her address is: 6229 Pillsbury Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota, 55423.

North American Championship

Bob Jeffries, Regatta Chairman for this years championship, reports that all is in readiness. Sailors familiar with waters in the Houston area say most anything can be expected in terms of weather and wind. This area is noted for good strong wind but in mid August some light air is to be expected.

The Committee has issued the following advisory bulletin:

1. In accordance with Article B-1-6 of the FS by-laws (page 36), "To be eligible to compete in the North American Championship of that year, members must have paid their dues before July 1 of that year." If for some reason you failed to do so, please do not come to sail as we will have to rule you ineligible. (Believe it or not this has happened).

2. There have been instances where temporary devices such as staples and/or tape have been used to adjust the size of a sail in order that it would conform to the specified dimensions. The use of staples and/or tape are only temporary and may be blown out in racing. The measurement committee for the 1972 NAC has made the ruling that no temporary measures for altering sail size in order to cause it to conform to the measurement requirements will be permitted.

3. All main sail and spinnakers measured-in by any skipper must bear the same sail numbers, this includes club boats. No boat will be allowed to sail with two sets of different sail numbers.

4. A number of sailmakers and others have started using stick-on numbers. The sailing instructions state that all numbers must be permanently attached to the sail. In addition to this instruction a DSO (disqualified) position will be assigned any boat finishing with visible sail numbers different than registered for that boat. In simple words if you have stick-on numbers you are taking a chance on calling it permanent.

5. Very few (3) protests were recorded at the Tornado Cata- maran, Sea Spray, and Geary 18 national championships held at HYC thus far this year. There are two good reasons, (1) Excellent sportsmanship and adherence to the rules and (2) failure of participants to have and fly a protest flag when the infraction occurs. Bring your protest flag but let's have a good clean championship — study the rules and play the game.

Beating To Windward

Editors Note: The following paragraphs have been lifted from Yachtsman's Omnibus, a book published in 1953 by The MacMillan Company and authored by H. A. Calahan. This book is written for the beginner — it deals with fundamentals and covers such subjects as "selecting a boat", "the mooring", "acquiring a vocabulary", and "the theory of sailing". We believe it is a worthwhile addition to a sailor's book shelf.

With the boat then properly trimmed, and with nothing interfering with the effectiveness of the sails, let us try to work her to windward.

The cardinal sin of most helmsmen is that of pinching. They are so anxious to work up every inch into the wind that they luff too often, too much, and for too long duration. The helmsman must glue his eye to the luff of the sail high up on the mast. At the first sign of fluttering, he must pull his helm up slightly to windward and fill away. He must avoid luffing again until he suspects a slight shift in the wind, in which case he may then feel his way slightly closer to the wind and bear away at the first sign of a flutter. He must: not do this suddenly or violently. He must bear in mind that any change in direction keeps the boat from going ahead. Your good helmsman will keep at the point where his sail just doesn't flutter. Perhaps the best warning against too much pinching may be stated in another way. Do not try to out-point your competitors. If you do it naturally, if your boat is more weatherly, well and good, but in general, you will have a very good chance of winning the race if you point as high as your competitors and move a little bit faster. All good boats will point up to just about the same degree.

Bear in mind too that whereas some boats may point a trifle higher than others, it is not important unless they can make speed while pointing higher. The negative phase of pinch-
“Scrambled Match Game For 1972”

Texas Districts
Mid Winter Championship
New York Districts
Carolina Districts
Buckeye Regatta
Egyptian Cup Regatta
Harve DeGrace Regatta
Fred Meno
Robert Rich
Donald Church
Paul Schreck
Ralph Manea
John Aras
Vince DiMaio

Match the winners of these Regattas scrambled opposite them and you will see how many different skippers won using our sails for 1972. They may have won many more but these are all that have reported to us so far this year. We could go on down the list naming 2nd, 3rd and 4th, etc.

*****************************************************************************************************************

To: Paul Schreck & Co. Sailmakers
S. Scenic Drive
Lillian, Alabama 36549

Telephone (205) 962-4345

Please ship ______ suit(s). Scot # ________

Velocities where I sail most are _________ to _________ knots.

I prefer the all weather suit.

Please mark colors on spinnaker sketch.

I am enclosing check in full.

You will pay freight.

I am enclosing 50%, and references; and will pay balance in ten days.

Suit - 5 oz. Dacron - $285.00*
Jib - 5 oz. Dacron - 95.00*
Main - 5 oz. Dacron - 200.00*
Spinnaker - 3/4 oz. - 130.00*

*includes royalty tag

Brummels - set $7.00

Name __________________________________________

Address _________________________________________

______________________________________________

Signature

SWAGING - SMALL BOAT HARDWARE - COVERS
RIGGING - ROPE TO WIRE SPlicing

AUGUST, 1972
DO YOU HAVE MAINSHEET HANGUPS?

New Aluminum Fleece Fillers will eliminate this troublesome problem. Easy to install. Lightweight. Less than 6 oz. total. $8.95 per pair. Price includes postage. Fits only Douglass built boats.

MAIL TODAY

SEND CHECK OR M.O. TOTAL $___

P.M. BRUNER
147 N. 24th Street
Camp Hill, PA 17011

ing is just as bad. Some helmsmen are so afraid of pinching that they sail bare, that is to say, they point away from the wind farther than is necessary and might well make as much as a quarter of a point higher into the wind if they remained alert and dared to test their position every once in a while by luffing slightly. Pinching and sailing bare are the two great worries in helmsmanship while on the wind. A good helmsman never tires, never stops working, but is constantly holding his boat just as high as possible and never too high.

A word about tacking. The wrong way to put a boat about is to jam the helm down suddenly and hard and try to get about as quickly as possible. Yet this error is committed probably more frequently than any other. Skippers are so proud that their boats are "quick in stays" that they try to come about on a nickel and bear away and get sailing on the opposite tack as soon as they can. By doing so they kill their headway and, furthermore, they lose all the distance that they might otherwise eat up into the wind.

The correct way to come about is to put the helm down slowly and gradually, rounding up into the wind on a long slow gradual curve, bringing the helm back amidships so that the boat shoots a long way to windward, then putting the helm down once more to bear away on the other tack. By this maneuver the boat loses practically no headway. She does not fight herself. A good boat with heavy ballast or a good deep keel will shoot a long way into the wind. My own boat shoots seven times her length. It cannot be stressed too often that when you are sailing to windward, distance into the wind is of utmost importance. You must not stay in the wind so long as to lose steerage way, but while you are still going ahead at a good rate of speed, bear away on the other tack. When you fill away, keep the helm up till you are just a little bit beyond the point where you should be sailing. This will enable you to gather way quickly on the new tack. But the instant you feel that you have gained way, bring the boat back as close to the wind as she will sail. Most helmsmen bear away too far when they go about, thus rapidly losing a large part of the distance they have gained by shooting up into the wind.

Proper tacking loses little, if any, ground. The distance gained by going into the wind more than makes up for the delay caused in going about. If you are sailing in close company with another boat which is endeavoring to cover you, and if your tacking is just slightly better than your opponent's, go about frequently, then tack back again. On every tack you will gain. And if your tacking is very well done, you will lose nothing to the other boats that are holding a course.

Of course, it is very important to have your crew handling the jib sheets efficiently. If your jib is so arranged that the sheets must be cast off and trimmed again every time you go about, you must watch the crew carefully to see that they do their trimming properly. The leeward sheet must be let go just as the boat is about to come up to the wind. If it is let go too soon there will be an unnecessary amount of flapping to the jib. This always interferes with headway. If it is let go too late, the jib will be trimmed to weather, will stop your headway and carry you to leeward too fast and too far. On the other hand, the man who trims the sheet after the boat goes about must start to trim just after the jib comes amidships and must have it down on the cleat as you fill away. If he trims too fast, the jib is aback before you are into the wind. This kills headway, makes you put your helm down unnecessarily far and may even prevent your getting about at all. If he trims too late, the efficiency of the jib on the new tack is materially decreased and the whole smoothness of the tack is spoiled.

In sailing on a puffy day, the helmsman must be on the alert to head up into every little puff of wind. He can always point higher in the puffs, and this he should do whenever possible. On a Northwest wind on the Atlantic seaboard, and generally on all land breezes anywhere, the wind shifts fairly constantly. In such a breeze, the wind while predominantly Northwest, will sometimes shift as far as West and sometimes as far as North. Let us assume that with the wind Northwest you are sailing on the starboard tack headed West. If the wind shifts toward the North, head up. If the wind shifts back to Northwest, bear away again. But if the wind shifts toward the West, go about at once. You will thus be sailing nearer to Northwest on the port tack than you could possibly sail on the starboard tack. That puff may be of short duration, the wind may swing back again toward the North. If it does, go about again even though you may have sailed only a hundred yards on the port tack. You may look foolish and feel foolish, but do not hesitate to go about every time the wind heads you. I have won more races through this policy than from any other single cause.
Two races come to mind. In one I tore my spinnaker from head to foot at the start of the first leg. When the boats ahead of me rounded the second mark and started to beat back to the finish, they were so far ahead that I could not distinguish the numbers or even the very large class symbols on their sails. I felt hopelessly beaten but settled down to the policy of tacking on every slight shift of wind. I think I must have tacked thirty times on that windward leg. By doing so I sailed through the entire fleet and finished second, a heart-beat behind the winner. It was solely due to the fact that I was always sailing closer to the base line, closer to the average wind, than any of my opponents. In another race two years ago I was hopelessly out-classed on the first leg by the only other boat in the race. The second leg was a beat. I tacked so often that the skipper of a boat in another class which I sailed through lost his temper. I had unwittingly interfered with him. He thought I was crazy and remarked that he was racing. When I replied that I was racing too, he clearly thought I was insane, but I rounded the next mark ahead and eventually won the race. On three occasions when close to the other boat, I tacked while the other boat held its course. The wind held for some time on either of those shifts and right there I won the race.

**BATTENS**

**MADE FOR RACING**

FINEST QUALITY TAPERED BATTENS
FLEXIBLE AND MADE OF VARNISHED ASH
SET OF FOUR FOR MAIN – $5.75
Send check to:
DON BYLTHE, BATTENS
804 Euclid Avenue
Jackson, Mississippi 39202

**STAINLESS HALYARD CRANK**
Over-sized, hardwood, roller handle is fitted on a machined stainless steel crank. Designed for maximum leverage and full hand grip. Used successfully by hundreds of Scot and Thistle sailors. Send check or money order to: CURT MEISSNER
4825 W. Knollwood
Racine, Wis. 53403

$6.00 Postpaid

Beginners LEARN TO SAIL quickly, easily with authoritative 16-pg. booklet: "A Minimum SAILING PRIMER" Over 80,000 sold to yacht clubs, sailing schools, camps, etc. Its 7 sections explain all fundamentals of sailing with easy-to-understand text, simple diagrams. Basic sailing terms carefully defined. Flying Scot boat nomenclature, a glossary, 15 important safety precautions. Quantity prices. Send 58 cents (incl. postage) for prompt mailing. J. C. Jones, III, 55 Hawes Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146.

**DOUBLED-ENDED ALUMINUM HALYARD CRANK**
Made of same alloy, with same shape and same breaking strength, by same manufacturer as Douglass' crank. BUT each end is square and a bit longer — enabling one to file a new full-length square if (perchance) the original square is broken off. Thus life expectancy four times usual crank. Price incl. postage, 1–$1.45; 2–$2.80; 3–$4.10. Send check for prompt mailing. J. C. Jones, III, 55 Hawes Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146.

**STORM SAILS – JUNIOR SAILS**
Junior Flying Scot sails ideal for 10 to 11 year-olds; 5 oz. sails can also be used as "storm" sails (131 sq. ft.). Scot is as well balanced with them as with full size sails. Same sheet blocks used. Kids love their "very own" sails; quickly gain confidence and sailing ability because the Scot is even more stable with them. Dacron main and jib 4 oz. $188; 5 oz. $196, plus postage and numbers. J. C. Jones, III, 55 Hawes Street, Brookline, Massachusetts 02146.